Prosperity Mantra

I am the architect of my life; I build its foundation and choose its contents. I feel good about money and deserve it in my life. I have been given endless talents which I begin to utilize today. Creating wealth is easy. I am financially free and money comes easily to me. I possess the qualities needed to be extremely successful. Creating joy making money and strive to have fun in every aspect of life. I am financially free and money comes easily to me. I live a life of abundance and financial freedom.
Notes to the Reader:
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Welcome to Prosperity Mantra.

Some of you might be thinking, "Prosperity Mantra? Sounds like hocus-pocus nonsense." Well, we can assure you, they are NOT.

The Prosperity Mantra that you are about to discover have the potential to completely change your life, by giving you the ability to attract limitless abundance of wealth and prosperity. But before we take a look at how Prosperity Mantra can transform your life, we must first understand what mantras are in the first place.

Most people don't even know what mantras are, let alone live by them. They live their entire lives steeped in self-doubts and fears, and come up with convenient excuses when they find themselves unable to get past obstacles in their lives. That is the primary reason why they will never achieve abundant wealth.

What about successful people then? Do they have mantras? Do they use some secret weapon to achieve success? How are they different from people who languish in failure?

The short answer – these 2 groups of people are very different from each other.

For successful people, it is a foregone certainty that each and every single one of them shares this one common trait – the mantra. In other words, they owe their corporate success to their own mantras, be it wealth or general or inspirational in nature.

One of the more successful examples is the creator of the ubiquitous Apple products you see people using everywhere these days.
Steve Jobs was one of the most successful American entrepreneurs in our history. Co-founder and chairman of Apple, Inc., he had a whole slew of honours and public recognition for his golden-touch influence in the technology industry.

Apple, as you know, is recognized worldwide for the highly successful line of iPhones and iPads, not to mention the Mac line of products. He has been described as “legendary”, “visionary” and even “Father of the Digital Revolution”.

When Steve Jobs was young, his adoptive father Paul Jobs (a mechanic and carpenter) taught him rudimental electronics in the family garage. As a result, Steve Jobs grew up fascinated with anything and everything electronics. In school, his technical talent stood out, and soon, he was tinkering with Bill Fernandez and Steve Wozniak.

In 1976, Steve Jobs (then just 21 years of age) and Steve Wozniak formed Apple Computer in the former’s family garage, and started selling circuit boards. The rest, as they say, is history.

Right from the beginning, Steve Jobs stuck to a mantra that would be pervasive throughout the various designs of the gadgets that Apple would produce.

“That’s been one of my mantras – focus and simplicity. Simple can be harder than complex: You have to work hard to get your thinking clean to make it simple. But it’s worth it in the end because once you get there, you can move mountains.” 

- Steve Jobs -
So, that was his prime objective with regards to the designs of Apple products – because that was what the market wanted. That's still relevant today. Who would want some complex product with overly complicated functions when simplicity sells?

Indeed, the phenomenal Steve Jobs moved mountains with his wildly successful iPod, iPhone, iPad, iTunes, and other Apple products.

Everyone loves Apple and their simple and easy-to-use gadgets, and the cash registers manifest, and overflow, abundant prosperity from his Wealth Mantra.

Another example is Jean Paul Getty (or better known as J. Paul Getty), another successful American industrialist.

J. Paul Getty (December 15th 1896 – June 6th 1976) was born in Minneapolis, Minnesota. His father George Getty had a petroleum business, thus he spent his summers between his studies working at the oil fields.

At the mere age of 20 (in 1916), J. Paul Getty made his first million running his own Tulsa oil company, and then later founded the Getty Oil company.

He was one of the first few people in the world to reach an estimated fortune of over 1 U.S. billion dollars at that time. In 1957, he was even named the richest living American in Fortune magazine.

And the fundamental point of J. Paul Getty’s success?

“I take pride in the creation of my wealth, in its existence and in the uses to which it has been and is being put.”

- J. Paul Getty -
With this mantra, J. Paul Getty expanded his empire, and started adding more and more to his sizable estate, at the same time taking pride in his own work, efforts and success.

At J. Paul Getty’s death, his net worth was estimated to be more than 2 billion dollars.

As you can see, the power of the mantra ought not to be underestimated.

We may have the most comprehensive plans and the best people, the complete resources and the product knowledge, but if we lack the first step, what is visualized may not come to past. And that first step is the mantra.

In Prosperity Mantra, we provide this first step for you to fulfil your prosperity goals and your wildest wealth dreams.

In Prosperity Mantra, you will take this step in achieving your abundant Wealth Success.

Let your Wealth Success begin right now with your very own Prosperity Mantra.
Mantras almost mean the same thing as affirmations.

A mantra is a declaration of something true. It is usually a phrase or sentence, or it can even be a single word. In the field of positive thinking and self-development, it is all about fostering a belief of positive mental attitude.

In fact, do you know that the concept of mantras has been around since like hundreds, even thousands of years ago? They were first written about in the ancient Vedic scriptures which went back as old as 1,000 B.C.E. At that time, mantras were simply either a word or a collection of words or sounds aimed to be repeated to attain positive changes in life.

So, by crafting a Wealth Mantra, you are in effect using something as ancient as time, and also tried and proven!

Generally, mantras/affirmations follow a few rules to craft:

The mantra should be short, sweet and simple. It may also be in a long sentence, but it must capture the essence and passion of your belief.

The mantra should be in the present tense.

Use “I have...”, “I love...”, “I am...”. Don’t use “I want...” because you are only demonstrating the FEELING of desire and the LACK of belief, not the affirmation of what IS there.

Use only positive words in the mantra.
The mantra must be plausible and achievable.

Be persistent about the Wealth Mantra during the implementation process.

In times past, mantras were considered private, sacred. To the ancient gurus, they felt that the “communion” should be something personal between the person and the mantra.

If the mantra was shared with others, the communion would be broken and the “personal essence” of the mantra given away. So, it is best to keep it to yourself in order to achieve the maximum effect from your Wealth Mantra.
In Prosperity Mantra, our focus is on wealth.

So how can we craft Prosperity Mantra unique to us to use effectively in this particular aspect?

**Step One:**

Make a list of what you always thought as your negative wealth/money qualities.

What is the impression you have of money and wealth? What do your friends and associates think of your own wealth quality?

Write everything that comes to mind.

**Step Two:**

From the list, pick out one which resonates the most with you.

Now, craft a positive-sounding version of it, something which you can visualize in your mind. Something which you WANT to believe in so as to achieve your wealth goals or dreams.

For instance, your negative wealth quality might be – “I can’t afford a nice vacation. I’m always envious of friends travelling the world.”

Craft it into the positive spin – “I can afford the awesome Maldives trip, my dream vacation!”
If need be, use a thesaurus to find powerful words to craft it. Always write it in the present tense, to reinforce the timeline of “now”.

This will be your Wealth Mantra.

Step Three:

Now comes the easy part.

Say your Wealth Mantra aloud to yourself **every day**. Say it in the morning, at mid day, in the evening. Repeat it about 5 times each session.

You may feel a little awkward at having to speak your Wealth Mantra aloud to yourself at first. But speaking it aloud is the most powerful way you can reinforce the Mantra and firmly embed it into your subconscious, especially if you do it with the fullest conviction, energy, and belief.

At the same time, write it on cards or reminders and put it everywhere where your eye’s attention falls on – on the fridge, on the wall, near the light switches and so on. The idea is for you to see the Wealth Mantra everywhere, so that it is emblazoned into your mind, just as speaking it aloud anchors it firmly in your mind.

Speak it aloud. Visualize your success. Believe it. **Because it has happened.**

*(If you’re not able to or have trouble coming up with Prosperity Mantra, do not fret. We provide some examples in the next section “The Prosperity Mantra” for your reference.)*

Last, but not least, here’s an important tip for you.

As your affirmation manifests, whether it’s a small or big amount, **REPEAT** your Wealth Mantra in your mind.

This will make a tight and intimate connection between your subconscious mind and your Wealth Mantra and link it together.

Like always attracts like, like the Law of Attraction.

Wealth is a part of your life.

Make it so.
Below are some very powerful wealth affirmations which you can use to create your Wealth Mantra.

You can either create your own Wealth Mantra(s) or you can select 8 to 10 from the following examples:

- I am the architect of my life; I build its foundation and choose its contents.
- I feel good about money and deserve it in my life.
- I have been given endless talents which I begin to utilize today.
- Creating wealth is easy.
I am financially free and money comes easily to me.

I possess the qualities needed to be extremely successful.

Creative energy surges through me and leads me to new and brilliant ideas.

My ability to conquer my challenges is limitless; my potential to success is infinite.

My thoughts are filled with positivity and my life is plentiful with prosperity.

Many people look up to me and recognize my worth; I am admired.

I prosper wherever I turn and I know that I deserve prosperity of all kinds.

I am a powerhouse; I am indestructible.

I live a life of abundance and financial freedom.

I enjoy making money and strive to have fun in every aspect of my work.

The Universe has chosen me to be wealthy so that I can help humanity with my wealth.

My future is an ideal projection of what I envision now.
Being wealthy feels so good.

My efforts are being supported by the universe; my dreams manifest into reality before my eyes.

My obstacles are moving out of my way; my path is carved towards greatness.

I place no limits on the amount of money I can make and have as much as I need or want.

Being wealthy gives me joy, happiness and peace of mind and I distribute all these and my wealth among the needy.

I pay my bills with love as I know abundance flows freely through me.

(for business owners) My business is growing, expanding and thriving.
We’ve come to the end of Prosperity Mantra. But this is just the exciting beginning for you.

With your Wealth Mantra, you can achieve bigger things than you are.

Remember, your destiny is in your own hands, so unleash your Wealth Mantra into the world and create abundant wealth for you and your loved ones!

We KNOW you can do this!

Watch this FREE presentation and learn how you can use these 3 weird tips to crawl into the minds of self-made millionaires and earn more in a year than you ever thought possible.

Go here now.

Winter & Alvin